Our honor roll is dedicated to the hundreds of SILS donors this past fiscal year -- alumni, friends, faculty, parents, organizations and others. We thank you.

This honor roll includes several special features, including the School’s:

- Planned giving donors (individuals who have informed us SILS in their estate plans);
- Recent alumni donors (those who graduated from SILS within the past five years); and
- Sustaining donors (those who support SILS with a monthly, recurring gift via credit card, bank draft or – in the case of UNC employees – payroll deduction).

Look for the identifying marks after the donor’s name.

With the exception of planned gifts, this honor roll reflects gifts to the School for our most recently completed fiscal year, which were the 12 months ending June 30, 2013.

**SILS Giving Societies**

SILS’ giving societies reflect our history and heritage, honoring some of the great leaders who made our School all it is today, and all it will be in the future. Recognition is calculated on your gifts to SILS in our July 1-June 30 fiscal year.

- Legacy Society (annual gifts to SILS of $1,000,000 or more)
- Louis Round Wilson Society (annual gifts to SILS of $100,000 to $999,999)
- Susan Grey Akers Affiliates (annual gifts to SILS of $50,000 to $99,999)
- Lucille K. Henderson Affiliates (annual gifts to SILS of $10,000 to $49,999)
- Edward G. Holley Affiliates (annual gifts to SILS of $5,000 to $9,999)
- Dean’s Club (annual gifts to SILS of $1,000 to $4,999)
- Lester Asheim Affiliates (annual gifts to SILS of $500 to $999)
- Associates (annual gifts to SILS of $250 to $499)
- Supporters (annual gifts to SILS up to $249)

We have made every effort to ensure accuracy in these listings. If we have made a mistake, please accept our apology and also let us know immediately so we may correct records. In such case, please contact Stephanie Cole, director of development, at 919-843-9378 or stephanie_cole@unc.edu.
SILS Planned Giving Donors
(individuals who have informed SILS that the School is in their estate plans)
Gary Fenton Barefoot '68
Mary L. Boone '73
Mary Whitfield Canada '56
Stephanie B. Cole
Revathi A-Davidson and Russ Tobias Davidson '78
Julia Adair Foster '75
Vonna K. Graves and William H. Graves
Loretta Kizer Mershon '79 and Donald Hartland Mershon
Carol Streib Nielsen and T. Brian Nielsen '93
Fred Wilburn Roper '62
Caroline Mitchell Smith '72
Duncan Franklin Smith '80
Ann Cutler Stringfield '79
Patricia L. Thibodeau and Steven J. Melamut '99
Rebecca Brogden Vargha and Stephen Daniel Vargha
Kimberly Ann Warren '87
Anonymous (2)

Susan Grey Akers Affiliates
DZone, Inc.

Lucille K. Henderson Affiliates
Baker & Taylor
Dean S. Edmonds Foundation
Dean S. Edmonds III
Eleanor M. Kilgour Living Trust
FX Palo Alto Laboratory, Inc
Vonna K. Graves and William H. Graves
Eleanor M. Kilgour
Stacey Miller Yusko '03 and Mark William Yusko

Edward G. Holley Affiliates
Elizabeth Durham Banner (Estate Of) +
Richard L. Barreau
Susan Lane Perry '66
Jerry D. Saye (Estate Of) +
Dean’s Club
American Library Association
William Joseph Austin Jr.
Evelyn Margaret Bedard (Estate Of) +
Barbara Bayer Bertram '92 and David Alfred Dodd
Stephanie B. Cole #
Anne Marie Hickson Elkins '81 and Thomas Wayne Elkins
Ruth R. Gambee
Neil Bost Glenn
Jane Greenberg
Katsuko Tsurukawa Hotelling '86
Tara Buck Kester '87 and Jack Bevel Kester Jr.
Marcia Lowry and Charles Bryan Lowry '74
Suzanne Marchionini and Gary Marchionini
Irene Owens '95
W. Davenport Robertson '75
Duncan Franklin Smith '80
Sarah Turnbull Snow and Claude Henry Snow Jr.
W. Gene Story
Edith E. Yakutis and Leo Yakutis '91
Anonymous (2)

Lester Asheim Affiliates
Samira Ntia Akpan '06
Larry Paul Alford '78
BioMerieux
Ruth Roden Boyer '69
Carolina Healthcare Systems
Cerner
Denise Jenny Chen '95 and Timothy Wayne Maas '95
Russ Tobias Davidson '79
Elizabeth Anna Evans '82
Robert Coleman Gibbs '59
Timothy Lee Gunter '88
Pickett Murray Guthrie '80
Kristi Hagerman
Patricia Rocca Harris '70 and Howard Stanley Harris '71
Phebe Weissner Kirkham '72
Barbara Stein Martin and Robert Sidney Martin '88
McKesson Corporation
Carol Streib Nielsen and T. Brian Nielsen '83
Clayton Samuel Owens '75
Kelly Leonhardt Phoenix #
Marisa Lyn Ramirez '05 and Philippe Soenen
Mae Lipscomb Rodney '86
Andrea Louise Rohrbacher '90
RTI International
Mabel Marie Shaw
Marcy Sims
John F. Steinfirsh
John Ray Turbyfill Jr. '88
Jo Ann Hardison Wootten '66, '80

Associates
Doris Anne Bradley '52
Philip Mathews Cheney '77
Lila Teresa Church '98, '08 and Lewis Church Jr. '10
Nancy Nuckles Colyar '87
Michol Dawson and David O. Amuda
Sheila O'Reilly Denn '99
Fannie Jones Dillard '78 and Tom Dillard Jr. '77
James Leland Dirks Jr. '90 +
Lynn Louise Dodge '69
Susan Dillard Donkar '75
H. Steve Farlow '80
Kathleen Byrne Heidecker '96
Mary Jo Dollins Hendricks '75
Lindsay Ideson '88
IntraHealth International
Daniel Mark Isaacs '00
Justgive
Kristin Krause McDonough '70
Patricia Elizabeth Lynch '73
Gail Swinger McCormick
Heather Ann McCullough '07
Kathryn McKeon Mendenhall '76 and Larry Mendenhall
Laurance Robert Mitlin '71
Joyce Lanier Ogburn '82
Margaret Miller Pitts '72
Katherine Reed Porter '73
Judy Roberts Renzema '68
Corinne Griffin Russell #
Jon Wilber Simons '81
Elizabeth Chiles Svee '65
TEKsystems
Arnold Trachtenberg
Jessica Fearrington Travis '74
John Edward Ulmschneider '82
Janet Blair West '10 ^ and James Patrick West
Madge White and Donald Barnes White '73
Supporters
Mary Gudac Aker '77
Michael Jon Albrecht '95
Anne Davis Alexander '76
Jean Short Allen '69, '87 and Charles Aubrey Allen Jr.
Kendra Lauren Allen '08
Tiffany E. Allen '00
Jeffery A. Alpi '97
Lois R. Angeletti '76
Shearin Phillips Antonowicz '70
Ann Arrowood '83
Kimberly Hoover Ashley '00
Rebecca Wright Atack
Robert Meyer Auman
Barbara Ann Baker '74
Doris Ledford Baker and Thomas Eugene Baker
Nancy Cole Baker '10 ^
Saianand Balu '97 #
Benjamin Franklin Barefoot '78
Gary Fenton Barefoot '68
Anne Essic Barnes '82 and Brooks Miles Barnes '77
Elizabet Lee Barron '88
Evelyn Smith Barron '67
Jeffrey Beall '90
Daniel Michael Beaver-Seitz '12 ^
Patricia Warren Becker '59
Peggy White Bellamy '67
Sylvia Cratch Bennett '80
Susan Ruth Percy Benning '89
Dale Monroe Bentz '40
Damien Mario Berahzer '05
Joshua David Berkov '07
John Francis Berube '97
Marcia Hall Bethea '87
Rachel Farrell Bethune '04 # and H. Alexander Bethune '04 #
Elizabeth Ann Bezera '77 and David Roy Lent
Philip J. Binkowski '06
Jessica Erin Bodford
Janet Arey Bondo '68 and Bruce Ervin Bondo
Mary L. Boone '73
Sharron Ault Bortz '98
Katherine Anne Bouldin
Gary R. Boye '00
William Ernest Brackett III
Barbara Branson '62
Jon Breece '11 ^
Mary Reid Breheny '90
Jennifer Ruth Brewer '82
Lynda McPherson Bronaugh '66
Virginia Ligon Brooker '68
Isabel Masterton Brown '65
Kathleen Rae Brown '91
Nancy Gilliland Brown and Alvin Maston Brown Jr.
William Ambrose Brown III '73
Beatrice Sears Bruce '71
Leigh Ann Shumate Bryant '94
Janice Brownfield Buck '10 ^ and Raymond Douglas Buck
Bill Burton '11 ^
Susan Heimer Burton '75
Naomi Witmer Butler '66
Sharon Howell Byrd '77
John Joseph Callahan III '72
Mary Elizabeth Cameron '84
Alice Woodworth Campbell '89
Sarah Bryant Capobianco '77
Patricia Ann Carleton '89
Evan Edward Carroll '08, '12 ^
Susan White Carroll '90
Connie Lynnette Cartledge '86
J. Stephen Catlett '77
Lucy Parker Cella '51
Tindara Jessie Certo '76
Kristin Hays Chaffin '96 and Lesley Earl Chaffin '99
Jo Ann Sikes Chalmers '70 and James Thomas Chalmers
Shane Sheng-Muh Chang
Nancy Gilbert Chapin '68
Linda Debra Chelmow '81 and Donald James Welsh '81
A. Benjamin Chitty '78
Mary Kuhl Chitty '79
Thomas Ryan Ciszek '05
Mary Sine Clark '88
Tony Franklin Clark
Coastal Connect HIE
Sandra Umberger Cobb '68
Keith Wilson Cogdill '98
Coleman Research Group
Robert E. Coley '72 #
Gloria Payne Colvin '80
Mary Jane Conger '77
Kathryn Cross Conner '46
Judy Kay Cook '77
Daniel Reed Cooley '74
Bryna R. Coonin '86 and David Michael Talbert '86
Linda Murphy Coonley '70 and Lewis Selkirk Coonley Jr.
Nancy Walker Cowan '65
Ann Field Coxe '52
Merle Moses Crawford and Gregory Alan Crawford '84
Sarah Elaine Cristy '12 ^
Jane Folger Crutchfield and Benjamin F. Crutchfield Jr. '67
Frankie Holley Cubbedge '69
Jacksie Miller Cumby '54
Elizabeth Strider Dain '98
Evelyn Hope Daniel
Carolyn Niles Davis '74
Joseph Dean Davis '91
Jane Register Deacle '02
Leslie McNeill Dees '64
Shirley Jean Dellenback '99
Edith Bachelor DeMik '70
Angela Long Dermyer '67
Louise Thompson Deshaies '66
James Kenneth Desper '77
Jennifer Kellerman DeVito '99
James Grant Dickie '08
Gail Marie Krepps Dickinson '87
Roy Clark Dicks '76
Ann Upperco Dolman '96
H. Paul Dove Jr. '69
Karen McCully Dow '93
David Ray Dowell '87
Elizabth Manire Downing '86
Josiah Mark Drewry '07
Carolyn Curtis Driggs '84
Anna Plotnik DuBose '82
Grace Croom Dunkley '65 +
Kathleen Ann Dunleavy '87
Meghan O'Shaughnessy Dunn '98
Jeffrey David Earnest '75
Meredith Rae Edgerton '13 ^
Margaret Blanchard Egede-Nissen '72
Melanie Dauskart Ehrhart '67
Charla Berkley Ellis '72
Kathryn Dana Ellis '92
Raymond Alexander English '77
Barbara Entwisle #
Gladys Wensel Faherty '68
Margaret Ann Fain '84
Sally Katherine Fessler '97 and David Alan Kirkpatrick
Elizabeth Cox Fiene '73
Christine Meek Fischer '87
Barbara Maly Fish '76
Sharon Quinn Fitzgerald '86
Helen F. Flowers and E.C. Flowers
Janet Loafman Flowers '67
F. Heidi Flythe '01
Charles Lee Folger Jr.
Meredith S. Foltz '76
Pamela A. Foreman '00
Amanda Brie Foster '12 ^
Diane Foster
Julia Adair Foster '75
Jeanne Walton Fox '70
June Huff Fulton '67
Carolyn J. Gelot and Raghuvir Baxiram Gelot
David St. Clair Goble '94 #
Martha Butler Goff
Claudia Gollop
Charles Allen Gorday Jr. '76
Michele Faye Gordon '94
Karen Eckberg Gottovi '72 and Daniel Gottovi
Martha Anna Graham '70
James Eber Gray Jr. '70
Carolyn Lois Greene
Elizabeth Bragg Grey '91 #
Christine Hackeling and Michael Hackeling
David Hall '58
Charles Scott Hamrick
Mary Catherman Hansbrough '92
Julianna Clara Harris '03 and Joel Ward Harris
Martha Mullen Haswell '93
Deborah Kriebel Haynes '92
Susan Tucker Heimbach '03
Janice Wheat Henderson '87
Lynn Dixon Herrick '69
Carolyn White Heyer '74
Laura O'Neill Hibbler '09 ^ and L. Elliott Hibbler '09 ^
Ronald J. Hickes
Linda Quinn Hickman '66
Laurel Roe Hicks '84
J. Ray Hinnant Jr.
Mary Hendricks Hitchcock '62
Arthur Daniel Hlavaty '90
Whei-Fang Ho
Dorothy Davis Hodder '87
W. Howard Holsenbeck
Marguerite Eyster Horn '72
Heather Woodrow Houser '73
Bryan Edward Howard '07
Yi Huang '98
Noah Garland Huffman '08
Sarah Jean Huggins '83
Sandra Hughes-Hassell '98
Dawn Sanks Imershein '00 #
Ann Larcom Ingram '84
Lois A. Ireland '86
Mary Sue Ittner and Robert Rutemoeller
October Reyn Ivins '87
Oliver Joseph Jaros III '80
Katherine Mary Jelen '09 ^
David Phillip Jensen '70
Jean Thornton Johnson '68
Joyce Marion Johnson '71
Marli Danielle Johnston '13 ^
Barbara Sewell Jones '66
Sarah Marie Jorda '09 ^
Nancy Claire Julian
Michael S. Kaufman '00
Cynthia Douglas Keever '94
Katherine Lynne Keifer
Margaret Massie Kellogg '67 and Philip Lee Kellogg
Joyce Payne Kelly '83
Carol Ritzen Kem '71
Joyce Wilkerson Kennedy '82
Matthew K. Kennedy #
Barrett Michael Keziah '10 ^
Tera M. Kijek '09 ^
Sue Crownfield Kimmel '82
Mary McNease Kinard '51 and Frank Efird Kinard
Emily Marie King '08 and Nathaniel Brice King '09
Jacqueline Nolen Kirkman '85
Jesse Alan Kister '05, '11 ^
Frances Gayle Knibb '69
Rebecca Coleman Knight '81
Marcia A. Kochel '97
Andrew Scott Koebrick '95
Ann Gay Koegel
Connie Lee Koehler-Widney '89
Anne Connell Koenig '89
Marilyn Moore Koenig and Ted H. Koenig Jr.
Gregg Korondi
Vivian Brown Kramer '68
Marian Gold Krugman '68
Lisa Eudy Kushner '82
Kathryn Deaton Kuzminske '71
Louise Lesher LaCroix '69 and Frederic Skelton LaCroix '63
Margaret Elizabeth Lafferty '04
Selden Durgom Lamoureux '98
Laura Kimberley Lawson
Annette Maura LeClair '80
Eva Frances Lee '70
Yi-Hsia Yu Lee '78
Mary Gray Melton Leonard '92 and Ralph Howard Leonard Jr.
Alison Jane LeSueur '10 ^
Eunice Gowl Lovejoy '44
Dawne Howard Lucas '06 and Daniel Vincent Lucas '08
Frieda Raper Lutz '83
Sandra Horton Lyles '90
Monique Faulkner Mackey '97
Bridget Eileen Madden '10 ^
Myra Godwin Malpass '82
Jennifer Elizabeth Manning '91
May Lynn Goldstein Mansbach '77
Rebecca Lou Carlsen Marlin '70 and C. Vernon Marlin
Jane Coulbourn Marshall '65
Edgar Booth Marston III
Katherine Finnegan Martin '79
Lesley Addenbrook Martin '80
Mary McCormick Maxwell '67
Marjorie Akers Mazur '51 +
Kevin Crouse McAllister '97
Gean Isaacs McBane '93
Cynthia S. McCracken '05
Elizabeth Ann McCue '89
Carse Oren McDaniel '65
Murray Frank McDonald '63
George Stradley McFarland '63
Louise H. McGowin '13 ^
Serena Esther McGuire '89, '93
Jimmy Dale McKee '73
Katherine Fuller McKenzie '86
A. Torrey McLean III
Katherine Nase McLean '97 and William Starr McLean II
H. Eugene McLeod '72
Mary Grant McMullen '68
Martha E. McPhail '71
Alice Meacham '10 ^
Barbara Smith Selby '82
Jill Kuhn Sexton '99 and William P. Sexton
Kathy Tilley Shaffer and Karl Alan Shaffer
Diane Shaw '86
Edward James Sheary '77
Carolyn Lucille Shellhorse '73
Caroline Lau Shepard '77
Beverly Jane Simmons '76
Robert Willard Simpson
William Samuel Simpson Jr. '71
David Wayne Singleton '92
W. Christian Sizemore '64
Ann Harlow Smith '51
Ann Lewis Smith '68
Ann Shattuck Smith '69
Bernie Todd Smith '73 and Clifford Weldon Smith Jr.
Earl Jones Smith Jr. '80
Jean McIntyre Smith and James Franklin Smith
David L. Solar '00
Joy Scruggs Stafford '63
Nancy Umbarger Stanley '66
Delia Scrudder Stark '75 and Harold Enck Stark '75
Rebecca Snepp Stiles '91
Malone Ballew Stinson '66 and Bobby Ray Stinson
Ann Barringer Story '75
Katina Parthenos Strauch '72
Ann Cutler Stringfield '80
Brian Sturm
Frederic Maloy Stutzman
Helen Margaret Sullivan '67
Lin Sun '01
Susan Cockrell Sutphin '69
Deborah Elizabeth Swain '99
Lynne Ellen Swaine '74 and Joseph Fred Moss '91
Mary Lee Sweat '69
Shirley Marie Tarlton '66
Susan Akerstrom Tarr '74 and Patrick Howard Tarr
Arlene G. Taylor '81
Dorothy Glenn Teague
Elaine E. Teague '96
Teresa Renee Teague '92
Natalie Tunstall Tennant
Martha Kendrick Tesoro '65, '90
Lynda Herman Thomas '74
Dorothy Gilliam Thomason '65
Mary Wise Thuesen '67
Helen R. Tibbo #
Walter Alan Tuttle '71
Elizabeth Rogers Tynan '73
Martha Croxton Tyson '73
Ann Therese Unger '80
Keith Robert Vail '66
Stephen Henry Van Dyk '74
K.T. L. Vaughan '01 and James Whittaker Vaughan '11
Julie White Walker '83
Thomas Burke Wall '84
Karen Brown Waller '03
Mary Louise Waller
Kenneth Gaines Walter '63
Charlotte Walton and Mark Minoru Koyanagi '98
Sally Hill Wambold '79
Lynn Morrow Ward '69
Cheryl Stevenson Warren '71
Dorothea Furber Wassmann '48 +
Laurel Susan Webster '71
Meredith Leigh Weiss '10 ^
H. Lea Wells '78 and Jordan Michael Scepancki
Lisa Clemons Wemet '75
Christine Wenderoth '73
Peter Despard West
Mary Lee Newby Wetzel '72 and James Norman Wetzel
Peggy Whalen-Levitt '69
Victoria Young Whipple '94
Lynda S. White '72
Donna Corriher Will '84
Holly Geneva Willett '86
Betty Hipp Williams '65
Carolyn Norwood Williams
Delmus Eugene Williams '85
Ronald Dale Williams
Shawn Sibley Williams '83
Martha Jenkins Williamson '50
Mark McDaniel Wilson '95
Cynthia Jean Wolff '87
Marilyn McLean Wood and William Zeno Wood Jr.
David Noah Woodbury '09 ^ #
Toni Lin Wooten '93
Beverly Bebout Worsham '68
Karissa Coburn Wrenn '06
James Franklin Wyatt '67
Robert Francis Yehl '78
Barbara Yonce '72